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Christine, of the Massey family <cmssyc@gmail.com> Wed, Apr 12, 2023 at 10:17 AM
To: Del@icandecide.org
Cc: CatharineLayton <cat@icandecide.com>

Hi Del,

I hope you're well.  I'm following up for a couple of reasons.  

During your recent talk with Neil Degrasse Tyson you complained that the scientific method died.  But confusingly you also spoke of "scientists" being "proven right"
in regards to "this virus" and "variants".

Catherine had told me on March 1st that you were "planning to have a show covering this topic very soon".  But then in your rant about no-virus people (Ep 310,
Highwire: https://twitter.com/polybadger/status/1634006881080410119) you pushed this discussion "further down the road".  So I'm writing to ask for this scientific
proof which must begin with the existence of the alleged virus and contagion.

Also, during your rant you equated virology being pseudoscience with Fauci being innocent and with no-virus people wanting to let Fauci and all convid
perpetrators off the hook for all their crimes of the last 3 years.  

I don't know where you got this idea but I can assure you that nothing could be further from the truth and in fact the opposite is true.  Fauci and many other people
around the world are complicit in crimes against humanity relating to fake-virus terrorism and carnage which began long before "covid".  We want all of the
fraud/delusion exposed (so that humanity never gets duped that way again and no longer lives in fear of imaginary pathogens) and we want the real crimes dealt
with. 

Hopefully you have already seen Tom Cowan's response to your rant; if not you can find the 2 minute clip on his Facebook page (March 16).

Lastly, I'd just like to remind you that scientific method has nothing to do with consensus or with the pedigree of the scientists involved.

Best wishes,
Christine
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